
Has a Year Gone by Already? 
Robin and I exchange knowing glances and realized 
2020 is all but gone. It is safe to say that lives were 
changed by circumstances beyond our control this 
year. 

As a pilot, you learn that aside from takeoff and 
landing, the greatest amount of time is spent in 
straight and level flight. The atmosphere is 
constantly in motion creating circumstances that 
nudge (sometimes violently) an aircraft out of 
steady state flight. It’s tempting to want to make 
adjustments at every instance, but a seasoned pilot 
will simply ride it out. Experience teaches that 
with a little patience, the aircraft will return to its 
original state with little or no correction. 

As missionaries our job description is to stay on 
course, always being about the Fathers business. 
Circumstances surrounding covid-19 could have 
nudged SGSP, and Chuck & Robin out of position, 
but experience has taught us to trust God and ride 
it out. 

We want to thank you for supporting our missionary 
journey these many years. Until the Spirit of the 
Lord directs otherwise, our place in on the ground 
or in the sky serving the people of Guatemala and 
sharing the good news! 

 

 

Merry Christmas…….the best is yet to come! 

 

In the air or on the ground, Chuck & Robin are your 
hands and feet on the mission field. 
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Out With the Old……. 
Rough airstrips in Guatemala are hard on aircraft 
tires. In December, it was time to replace worn 
nose and main gear tires. On a positive note, we 
start 2021 with fresh tires. This also means that we 
have no tires on the shelf in reserve. 

Children’s Home Support 
This year SGSP Aviation began partnering with 
“Hogar Prometido” providing food and needed 

supplies for the children sheltered there. We 
believe the dedicated staff and directors are doing 
a good work, and we will continue to support their 

work in 2021. 

 

 

 

 

Right People, Place & Time 
Tropical storms bring destruction but SGSP Aviation 
brings relief. When travel overland is not possible, 
Mission Aviation is the right tool to use. SGSP 
Aviation - “We Give Wings to Good Works” 

Your Support is Everything! 
There is still time for a year-end donation 

that will ensure Chuck & Robin continue to 
stand strong on the mission field of 

Guatemala. Help us start 2021 well funded 
and prepared.Send your donations to:   

SGSP Aviation, PO BOX 1252, Sierra Vista AZ 
85636, Missionary ID#11901. Be sure that 

your donation is Post Marked, Received, or 
On-line before midnight on 31 December 

2020. 

 

 

 


